PHONICS EXPLAINED

At Minety School we use the Letters and Sounds Phonics teaching resource to teach our children this key element of
learning to read and spell. The different phases are explained from p3 onwards.
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Phase 1 (developmental
stages for CLLD in the EYFSbut continues throughout all
phases)





Explore and experiment
with sounds and words.
Distinguish between
different sounds in the
environment and
phonemes.
Show awareness of rhyme
and alliteration.

(Focus on speaking and
listening)

Phase 2 (up to 6 weeks)
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Know that words are
constructed from
phonemes and that
phonemes are represented
by graphemes.
Know a small selection of
common consonants and
vowels which they can
blend for reading and
segment for simple spelling
CVC words e.g. ‘sit’ and
‘tap’
Limited segmenting and
blending s, a, t, p, i, n.
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Phase 3 (up to 12 weeks)


Know one grapheme for
each of the 44 phonemes.

3i:
 Children can read and spell
a few CVC words using
limited range of letters and
short vowels e.g. ‘box’
3ii:
 Children can read and spell
CVC words using a wider
range of letters short vowel,
some consonant digraphs
and double letters e.g. ‘bell’,
‘chick’
3iii:
 Children can read and spell
a wide range of CVC words
using all letters and less
frequent consonant digraphs
and some long vowel
phonemes e.g. ‘sheep’,
boat’.
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Plus learning most common spelling for each long vowel phoneme.
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Phase 4 (4-6 weeks)


Can blend adjacent
consonants in words and
apply this skill when reading
unfamiliar texts e.g. ‘spoon’,
‘cried’, ‘nest’



Can segment adjacent
consonants in words and
apply this in spelling.

Phase 5 (securing reading and
spelling will extend through
Year 1)


Can use alternative ways of
pronouncing and spelling
the graphemes
corresponding to the long
vowel phonemes e.g. /oe/ oe, o, oa, ow.
Can read phonically
decidable two-syllable and
three-syllable words, e.g.
‘bleating’, ‘frogspawn’,
‘shopkeeper’.
Can spell complex word
using phonically plausible
attempts
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Phase 6 (For the majority of
children will begin in and
continue through Year 2 )


Apply their phonic
knowledge to recognise
and spell an increasing
number of complex words



Are secure with less
common graphemephoneme
correspondences e.g. s
/zh/ as in vision.



Can recognise phonic
irregularities.



Create an ever-increasing
capacity to attend to
reading for meaning.
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PHONICS TERMINOLOGY EXPLAINED
(Reference is made throughout to material taken directly from Playing with Sounds: a supplement to Progression in Phonics. Ref: DFES: 0280-2014)CLLD:
Communication Language and Literacy Development EYFS: Early Years Foundation Stage new curriculum for birth-5.

Phoneme: The smallest unit of sound in a word, e.g. c/a/t, sh/o/p, t/ea/ch/er.
Grapheme: A letter or group of letter representing one sound, e.g. sh, igh, t.
Clip Phonemes: when teaching sounds ,always clip them short ‘mmmm’ not ‘muh’

Digraph: Two letters which together make one sound, e.g. sh, ch, ee, ph, oa.
Split digraph: Two letters, which work as a pair, split, to represent one sound, e.g. a-e as in cake, or i-e as in kite.
Trigraph: three letters which together make one sound but cannot be separated into smaller phonemes, e.g. igh as in light, ear as in
heard, tch as in watch.

Segmentation: means hearing the individual phonemes within a word – for instance the word ‘crash’ consists of four phonemes: ‘c – r –
a – sh’. In order to spell this word, a child must segment it into its component phonemes and choose a grapheme to represent each
phoneme.

Blending: means merging the individual phonemes together to pronounce a word. In order to read an unfamiliar word, a child must
recognise (‘sound out’) each grapheme, not each letter (e.g. ‘th-i-n’ not ‘t-h-i-n’), and then merge
the phonemes together to make the word.

Mnemonics: a device for memorising and recalling something, such as a hand action of a drill to remember the phoneme /d/.
Adjacent consonants: two or three letters with discrete sounds, which are blended together e.g. str, cr, tr, gr. (previously consonant
clusters).

Comprehension:
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understanding of language whether it is spoken or written.
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